
 

Year 7 Maths 

Instructions for the week beginning Monday 13th July 2020 

7P1 Miss Johnson 7P2 Mr Conway 7P3 Mr Worthe 7L1 Mrs Mackenzie 7L2 Mr Conway 7L3 Miss Gibson 

For the last week I 
would like you to go 
back to any 
assignments that you 
have not got more than 
50% on and complete 
until at least 50% done. 
I have unlocked them 
all so you can do back 
and edit existing 
answers and add new 
ones in! 
 
I would suggest that 
you continue to do 
some Maths over the 
summer holidays 
(shock, horror I know!) 
Either continue to 
improve your scores on 
assignments or do the 
practice questions 
through the video tab. 

EITHER go on 
Mathswatch and 
complete the 
assignments 
on AREA and 
PERIMETER 
including some 
extension work on 
SURFACE AREA. Ple
ase ensure you 
watch the videos for 
help and guidance. 
All Mathswatch 
tasks set since the 
school closure have 
been unlocked 
allowing all students 
to catch up with any 
work not yet 
complete.  
OR Look at the task 
on SMHW, and 
complete the 
worksheets 

For the last week of the term 

I want you to complete the 

skills check questions in the 

word document attached to 

SMHW.  

There are 3 sets of questions 

for you to attempt and they 

focus on a range of topics 

we have studied.  

*All work should be sent to 

m.worthe@st-antonys.com 

 

For the last week I 
would like you to go 
back to any 
assignments that you 
have not got more than 
50% on and complete 
until at least 50% done. 
I have unlocked them 
all so you can do back 
and edit existing 
answers and add new 
ones in! 
 
I want you to try and 
continue to do a little 
every day or every 
week on Mathswatch – 
you know it’s the smart 

thing to do!! 😊 
This way you will not 
forget  everything you 
have worked so hard to 
learn and understand  
during lockdown. 

EITHER go on 
Mathswatch and 
complete the 
assignments on AREA 
and PERIMETER 
(counting 
squares). Please ensure 
you watch the videos 
for help and guidance. 
All Mathswatch tasks 
set since the school 
closure have been 
unlocked allowing all 
students to catch up 
with any work not yet 
complete.  
OR Look at the task on 
SMHW, and complete 
the worksheets 
on AREA and 
PERIMETER. 
 

Log in to Mathswatch 

and complete the 

assignment on Area 

Alternatively, the sheets 

on SMHW can be done if 

you're having trouble 

with the online tasks. 

Don't forget to submit 

any paper work on 

SMHW or email to 

s.gibson@st-

antonys.com 

And Just for fun, this 

week's Maths Quiz is 

attached to SMHW 
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It will make September 
easier! 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

on AREA and 
PERIMETER  
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

Fantastic Friday – Please email Mrs Wright (f.wright@st-antonys.com) by 12pm on a Friday if you’d like to share some of your best work of the week with her. 

She’d love to see it! 


